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James P. Harris - Life Member No.1

Rudy Roy (#1124)

James P. "Jim" Har ris of Wilmington, NC, Life
Member Number 1 of tbe Perlins Club, passed
away recently after a long illness.

Jim's many contributions to perfms pbilately and
tbe Perfins Club are legendary. Most significant
was his early pioneer work witb illustrated catalogs
of perlins . Jim edited and published the lirst
Illustrated Railroad Perfins Catalog, the lirst such
catalog produced by the Club. He then published
the 1966 Illustrated Catalog of u.s. Perfins, Prior
to the advent of that catalog, the only available
work was tbe "Mimeographed Catalog"which except
for some hand drawings of multiple issues (i.e.,
NLY, CHI, etc.) was not illustrated. For many
years afterwards Jim also publisbed tbe "Addition
and Corrections" pages for the catalog, stopping
only when the 1979 Catalog of United States Perfins
was published.

Jim also served the Club in several other capaci
ties. He was President in 1%7 and the United
States Catalog Chairman in 1976. For many years,
Jim Harris and "Mr. Perlins" Dave Stump were the
linchpins of the Perlins Club.

linish the book this year and then pay for the
publishing costs out of the fund. Jack, I know
would be pleased about the arrangement.

Member's Comments and Letters

New Perfm Available:
The perlin on the left
"MJD" is a copy of Perfm
Cover Sales Chairman,
Millard J. Driscoll
(LM47). He writes, "I
appreciate the informa
tion you published re

garding the help Mr. Carr (LM9) gave you. It was
a big help in obtaining mine.

I am willing to perforate current post stamps only,
for any member who sends me two (2) stamps.
One should be a 32t stamp which I will use to mail
back the other stamp. Wbile you are at it, let
Millard know of your perlin cover needs or if you
have covers to sell, ship them to him for entry in
the Club's Sales Division.

Correction: The Library rules printed in the
July/August issue of The Perfins Bulletin listed an
incorrect price for the Library mailers. Librarian
Marvin Mech let us know that the mailers are now
50t each.

Comment : "Bent Pin - S121A" on page 138 of tbe
July/August issue of TPB drew three letters.

J im was a life member of the American Philatelic
Society and an accredited APS national judge. He
was deeply involved with the American Pbilatelic
Congress, editing several of its armual Congress
Books. Among his many philatelic honors, Jim was
presented with the Hallock Card Award in 1971.
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President Kurt Ottenheimer announce that Ruth
Sothern, wife of the late Jack Sothern, has donated
monies to the Perfins Club, Inc. in memory of Jack.
At the suggestion of Bill Gersch, we have estab
lished the Jackson Sothern Memorial Fund. The
over $800.00 that Ruth has donated are designated
for the fund. One project that Jack was working on
was a book about perlin collecting. We will try to
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Chuck Spaulding (#2355) provided the above
illustrations showing a pair of Scott Catalogue
number 1025 wbich shows S121 and S121A adjacent
to each other. This would seem to confirm that
they were both part of a multi-headed device.
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Robert Balcome (Ll06) provided the above
illustration which shows both patterns on a single
stamp (Scott Catalogue number C45). Because
both pallerns exist on the same stamp we can
eliminate the single die theory. Also, the theory
that S121's design was intentionally altered so as to
distinguish the using office can be laid to rest.

1. Use of Pacific Fruit Exchange perfins (P82) on
the Exposition fairgrounds would not be surprising.
The Pacific Fruit Exchange, according to the official
history of the exposition, supplied produce to the
fair and also participated in an official display.

There is some dispute whether the user is
'ORDSDl-BANK' or 'OROSDl-BANK' -- possibly
a large store rather than a bank. I do not have the
answer yet. There are unconfirmed repor ts a
similar perfm is found on stamps of Egypt. Perfin
pattern A13 in the World Perfin Catalog: Africa
Section.

Comment: Two Personal Use Pe rfins Associated
with the Panama-Pacific International Exposition",
Patrick Fetta (# 312) comments: I am not totally
sure, but both usages have reasonable explanations:

© Jan Kershaw (# 2505) dues payment brought a
nice note, "Looking forward to another year of
Bulletins full of info." Thanks.

Comment: "EOB Perfm - "Smyrna Usage Re
ported", TPB, July/August 1996,pp. 133-4. Foreign
Catalog Editor, Bob Schwerdt (#5298) comments:
It's interesting, I have a similar postcard sent to
Herrn u. Frau Krueber to Linz with SMYRNA
postmark and the EOB perfin on Austrian stamp
overprinted for use in Levant. I also have the same
perfin on another card with Constantinople cancel
(sent by a different hand.) These are picture
postcards and therefore no identity of user exists on
the card per se. A person could obtain these
perfms and travel with them to any city in Levant
where Austrian offices existed and mail them from
there.

2. The card used in Omaha is interesting. The
postmark is February 19, 1914. The Panama-Pacific
Exposition opened February 20, 1915. A year
earlier, construction was underway and arrange
ments were being made with exhibits, etc. It is
possible this is a reasonable use. I have several of
this perfm used on covers for Chicago, Illinois in
1914. A team from San Francisco was in Chicago
reviewing the 1893 Columbian Exhibition.

(L0315.02M) was used by the London Borough of
Barking. Meanwhile, we'll have to wait and see
what Dave can come up with.
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Balcome reports that upon close examination, it
appears that if a centerline were extended from the
right pin hole horizontally to the left on the S121A
pattern, the centerline would be tangent to the
intersected right pin hole. This would mean that if .
the broken pin/ repaired die theory were to apply,
the new hole's center would have to be drilled into
one-half of the existing hole which in all likelihood
dislodge the imbedded pin. A craftsman would not
do this. If this assumption is correct, that leaves us
witb one explanation as to the reason for the two
design varieties. The die maker simply erred when
he was drilling the block.

Comment: "A British Question", TPB, July/Aug
ust 1996, p. 137. Roy Gault (#3000), Catalog
Editor of the British Perfms Society has forwarded
the photocopy of the combination perfins to Dave
Hill as he has a particular interest in these 'combin
ation' perfins. Roy's ..... only comment on tbe
combination illustrate d is that it is virtually certain
to have come from Barking. BC (BIUO.03M) was
used by many users including Barking Corporation
(See Tompkins 7th Edition, 1993) and LB/B

Paul A. Mistretta (LU I) wrote to let me know
that the November/ December 1979 issue of TPB,
p. 2., noted that S121 was at least a two-head die.
The issue illustrates S121 and S121A being punched
on contiguous stamps (they formed a se-tenant
pair) . Paul also notes that former US Catalog
Editor, Harry Rickard who had worked in an
aircraft patte rn shop during WWIl, reamed him for
using the term "bent pin" in TPB. It appears that
two slightly different dies existed on a multiple die.
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